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Panintelligence launches first SaaS product in response to demand for hosted 
solution   

 

Panintelligence, a leading global provider of business intelligence (BI) and predictive analytics tools, has 

announced the launch of PiSaaS, the first hosted software as a service (SaaS) version of its secure data 

analytics tools via the Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure, in addition to its globally deployed on 

premise solutions. 

The development comes in response to a dramatic growth in demand for hosted services from vendors 

and clients worldwide, triggered by the impact of the pandemic on the software market since 2020. 

PiSaaS will make Panintelligence’s data analytics tools accessible to a significantly larger proportion of 

vendors, enabling them to more rapidly deploy the Pi BI solution that allows them to use the data they 

hold, react to the latest developments, and make decisions based on real-time information. 
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The Pi software, which pre-pandemic was predominantly used on premise, has undertaken an 18-month 

programme of product and service redevelopment in order to meet global demand for its embedded 

dashboards, reporting and predictive analytics tools as a fully-hosted service.  

“We have always followed the market demands in the development of Pi and our product roadmap. The 

introduction of our first hosted SaaS product was in direct response to a change in the way vendors and 

developers want to deploy our tools, with us doing more of the provision and reducing the burden on 

their development teams,” said Panintelligence co-founder and CEO Zandra Moore.    

“We’re still able to deploy our Pi solutions within our existing clients’ own servers, but our experience of 

the dramatic shift in demand from on premise to SaaS provision was the driver for the rapid 

development of PiSaaS to deliver the hosted SaaS tools that rapidly scaling, agile vendors wanted. That 

widens our potential market enormously.” 

The launch of the new hosted offering reduces implementation time and provides seamless access to Pi 

via AWS, as well as reducing the need for in-house development resource. Customers can now plug into 

the PiSaaS tools and use them to analyse, visualise and process their data securely in real time, faster 

than previous deployments and with less integration and processing resource. PiSaaS retains flexible 

pricing remains to enable clear costing and ROI evaluation.   

Panintelligence COO Charlotte Bailey said: “Our product mission has always been to democratise data, 

and this move further opens up the value of insight to a whole new market of vendors and customers so 

that everyone, no matter what area of the business they work in, can access what they need in real time 

and truly become data-first companies.  

”As businesses and organisations of all types continue to look for ways to reduce the ongoing cost of 

technology management without compromising performance, they increasingly see outsourcing the 

underlying technology infrastructure and connectivity as an optimal solution for achieving those 

objectives.   

“By offering Pi as a hosted software service, PiSaaS gives these organisations access to the same 

operational and compliance benefits typically only available to larger organisations without a big up-

front investment. PiSaaS enables our clients to automate and accelerate their business intelligence and 

predictive analytics process so they can more easily drive value from data insight.”  


